
§ You can see us, but we can’t see you. Don’t worry about 
dressing up.

§ You can hear us, but we can’t hear you. Don’t worry about the 
kids in the background.

§ Say “Hello!” and where you’re from using the CHAT button at 
the bottom of the window.

§ If you’re using headphones, make sure they’re selected as 
the speaker in your audio settings.

§ To see all speakers at once, click Gallery View in the top-right 
corner of your Zoom Window.

While you’re waiting, here are some key notes
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A Quick Overview of the Webinar



A non-profit education and research institute based in 
Boston, MA, with 32 global affiliates

What is the Lean Enterprise Institute?

4

Our Mission:  Making Things Better Through
Lean Thinking and Practice



Ask questions 
here and vote on 
questions you 
want answered.
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Lean Transformation Framework



1. Establishing & executing 
strategic initiatives throughout 
an organization.

2. Developing capability through 
strategic delegation of 
responsibility & subsequent 
self-development.

What is Hoshin Kanri?
A strategic framework aimed at:
• Creating an organization capable of sustained high performance
• Producing results through structured PDCA thinking

Focuses on Innovation 
Supported by 

Continuous Daily 
Improvement

Drives creativity 

Defines structure and standards for:
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Relationship of Daily Management & Hoshin Kanri



Type 4: Open-Ended
Reimagine the standard

Type 3: Target Condition 
Improve the standard

Types of Problem Solving

Type 2: Gap to Standard
Achieve the standard

Type 1: Troubleshooting
Put out the fire

Current Standard

Time
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The A3 Problem Solving Process

• A3 is just a paper size
• Began in the 60’s as the 

Quality Circle problem 
solving format

• Tells a story, laid out from 
upper left-hand side to 
lower right, which anyone 
can understand

• All on one sheet of paper

• Makes it easier for you
• To engage others
• To understand others

• Fosters dialogue within the 
organization

• Forces “5S” for information
• Leverages PDCA
• Clarifies the link between true 

problems & countermeasures
• Encourages front-line 

initiative
• Develops thinking problem 

solvers

12

THE TOOL THE PROCESS & THINKING



Hoshin Kanri – AKA Strategy Management
Breaking Down Company Problems & Solving Them at Each Level 
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Hoshin 
Breaking Down Company Problems & Solving Them at Each Level 
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A3 Problem Solving
“Output Does Not Meet Customer Demand”

A3 Problem Solving(HR)

Hiring Process Doesn’t Meet Turnover
A3 Problem Solving(MFG)

Process Design Limits Productivity Improvement



In Summary 
Hoshin Kanri is a management system for the organization to define:
1) The prioritized problems to solve for the organization based on business 

conditions
2) The structure to align and break down those problems linking them 

vertically and horizontally

3) A3 Problem Solving system to:
4) Address individual problems to solve based on priorities the organization 

has established through hoshin kanri or daily management
5) Develop capability in the organization to coach and solve problems
6) Communicate and support alignment to solving individual problems 

across the organization



Hoshin Kanri and A3 Management function as interdependent links

Doug Cooper, VP of Turner Construction, will 
explain this structure with a practical example

The Lean Enterprise Institute and Turner Construction have been Co-Learning 
Partners since 2015 with the purpose of bringing Lean Thinking and Practice to 
the construction industry:



Please note some slides have been redacted. 
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Hoshin Kanri – AKA Strategy Management
Cascading Challenges and Escalating Problems – Up and Down, Down and Up

Company
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Department Hoshin
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Initiative – Dialogue – Proposal – Authorization

Pull Authorization:
INDIVIDUAL INNOVATION

and
ALIGNED DIRECTION



“…is less about providing the 

right answers than asking the 

right questions and 

exploring them by engaging 

everyone in experiments to 

learn through doing.” 

Lean Management 



A3 as Job Aid for Managers to Ask Better Questions 







Toyota’s Management Capability Problem of Late 1970s

v The 1970s was a tumultuous decade for Toyota.
à It began with a scramble to keep up with growing demand. 
à It ended with a scramble to keep up with growing demand. 
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v The 1970s was a tumultuous decade for Toyota.
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à It ended with a scramble to keep up with growing demand.
à In between, the company contended with two global oil crises, newly 

challenging emissions regulations, and the onset of globalization.



Toyota’s Management Capability Problem of Late 1970s
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v The 1970s was a tumultuous decade for Toyota.
à It began with a scramble to keep up with growing demand.
à It ended with a scramble to keep up with growing demand.
à In between, the company contended with two global oil crises, newly 

challenging emissions regulations, and the onset of globalization.

v Operationally, the demands to develop and produce new and increasingly complex 
products proved hugely challenging at the time.

à Product quality began to suffer.

v Company leaders noticed that enthusiasm for Total Quality Management established in 
the mid 1960s started to diminish.

à They felt a pressing need to get back to the basics.

v Masao Nemoto, architect of Toyota’s famous ‘60s TQM initiative, proposed to heighten 
awareness of “the role & responsibility of managers” through

à Two-year program called “Kan-Pro” (Kanri Noryoku Program” 
for managers in the Toyota City HQ area

à Nemoto formed a “Kan-Pro Task Force”. Mikio Sugiura was task force 
chief; Isao Yoshino was a member.

Kan-Pro!
!
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’79
/1

‘80
/1
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12/20
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○
2/23

○
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○
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○
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○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○

◈

☆ ☆‘79 mid-year
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‘79 year-end
review

○
7/2

○
1/25

○
9/17

○
2/1

‘80 mid-year
review ☆☆ ‘80 year-end

review

○
7/18

○

12/25

Select First 
priority Item

Nemoto
Lectures 1

(management)

○ ○

Officers’
Review

Monthly Meeting
(Managers & 
Subordinates)

Nemoto
Lectures 2
(additional advice)

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

1) Each manager (all participants were managers) was expected to:
a) Prepare an A3 telling the story of the most important item from their Hoshin items in which they explained where they stand, where they 

need to go, and what they are doing about it.
b) Present his A3 (A3s can be shared through other means but are meant to be presented) to the executive officer responsible for his 

department at mid-year and year-end for two years (total of four sessions with executive officers).
c) Conduct monthly meetings to share the A3 and project progress with senior managers and subordinates.
2) In Review Sessions, executive officers asked: “What did you do to help your subordinates?”
3) All the activities were handled in-house (no outside experts involved).

Kan-Pro Schedule 1979 – 1980

A Program to Develop Managers and a Management Culture
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Dr. Shoichiro Toyoda joined each report-out session along with the entire executive staff. He knew that 
the strength of the program would be fully realized if everyone involved learned together.   

Kan-Pro Schedule  (1979 – 1980)

”Kan-Pro was developed for managers.  
But I expect all Executive Officers will

also develop your own management 
capability.” 

Eiji Toyoda at year-end executive meeting in 1978

A Program to Engage Leaders
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Kan-Pro Focused on Two or Four Management Capability Needs

１）Planning & Judging capability

２）Broad knowledge,    
Experiences & Perspectives

3）Driving force to get job done;
Leadership, Kaizen capability 

4）Presentation, Communication; 
Persuasion and negotiation 
capability

3) & 4) Suitable for a 
company-wide campaign       

Primary concerns of 
Kan-Pro

Capabilities required of the leader 
of a division or department

Capabilities required of leaders at 
any level in order to make good 
decisions & lead team members

1) & 2) Best developed 
continually via daily operations

Not primary subject of 
Kan-Pro

Organize team members and 
cooperate with other divisions 
– crucial to advancing Hoshin

Attitude to “put yourself in their
place” is needed to get help 
from other divisions or to get 
approval from your boss

Focus of “Kan-Pro”



We think any organization is well advised to periodically assess and 
take measures to actively develop its managers. Kan-Pro represents 
Toyota’s effort in this regard as its go-go decade of the 1970s came to 
a close. With the turbulence impacting your organization today, how 
are your managers faring? Are they equipped as they need to be? 
How about considering something similar to Kan-Pro in your 
organization today?

Isao Yoshino, Okazaki Japan
John Shook, Ann Arbor Michigan



Lean Thinking

• Principle of “Just Enough” 
• Practice of Questioning and Exploring Together 
• Thinking & Acting Differently

• Not always easy – enabling structures and practice help



In Summary

• Hoshin Kanri creates the framework and 
enabling structure to align the organization 
vertically and horizontally

• A3 is a process to solve problems and make 
individuals and the organization stronger



In Summary
Why should they be linked?
1. Enables the organization to work on the right problems, linked to aligned 

direction via the hoshin process.
2. A3 is a critical mechanism to achieve bottom-up problem solving and 

innovation.
3. A3 is a tool that anyone can use to take on responsibility for a problem - Hoshin 

is not top-down only so we need a mechanism to bring problems up.  This is 
A3.

Linking Hoshin and A3 enable an effective lean transformation
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Learn more about
• Lean thinking & practice

at Lean.org
• Becoming an LEI 

Co-Learning Partner
at Lean.org/CLP

• Joining our Hoshin and A3 
Workshops 
at Lean.org/calendar


